1. Publish sustainability framework
2. Launch annual sustainability vote, campaign and summit
3. Health and Wellbeing Spaces Programme Student led
4. Evolve sustainability constitution
5. Staff and student profiles to include sustainability expertise
6. Extend supplier sustainability appraisal
7. Annual theme announced as result of vote
8. 5 new digital sustainability platform??
9. Sustainability project funding campaign
10. Strategy for tackling cost of living inequalities
11. Annual Theme e.g., Neighbourhood food rescue and community enterprise
12. Student and Staff Hack the Curriculum for Sustainability
13. Student Experience through Student Voices Student led
15. UAL host publication/symposium Research, Teaching & Learning for nature, society, culture and economy
16. Campus green infrastructure programme
17. Move beyond divestment into investment
18. Creative Sustainable Graduates and Careers Showcase SEE
19. Annual vote to realise Manifesto students and academics
20. Attract £3m in funding for sustainability from partners such as insurers and bank and other sources
21. Annual Theme e.g., Neighbourhood food rescue and community enterprise
22. Link to 2 Inter-college ‘What Now?’ Conference

Leadership
Experience
Enterprise
Research
Plain sailing
Steady steaming
Rough water